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Zhtrap Overview
A botnet is a network of infected machines by malware that are under the control of a single
person, known as the “bot-herder.” Each individual machine under the control of the botherder is known as a bot. The “bot-herder” can command every computer on its botnet to
simultaneously carry out a coordinated criminal action.
Zhtrap is a new varient of botnet which uses affected routers, DVRs and UpnP networks as a
honeypot to identify other targets and exploit them. The botnet varient is based on mirai
source code that comes with X86, ARM, MIPS and other major CPU architectures.
Once the target is successfully exploited it will attempts to download a malicious shell script
to carry out additional infection such as downloading and executing mirai variants and Brute
Forcing.
To make itself more effective the botnet cleans up the target with all existing bots and
prevents from re-infecting. Zhtrap make use of exploit targeting vulnerabilities in Realtek SDK
Minigd, UpnP Soap endppoints, MVPower DVR, Netgear DGN1000 and lot more CCTV -DVR
devices as a means of spreading infection.
The major functionalities of Zhtrap malware campaign are:
Telnet scanning
Ddos attack
Reversing Shell
Process control
Conversion of compromised machines into honeypot
Brute forcing
Download and Payload execution
Infection cycle of Zhtrap

The most unique part of Zhnet botnet is the technique used to search for its target (i.e making
the compromised machine as a honeypot to track down the list of IP address and use the
collected IP’s in its own scanning module to search for other targets).

Technical Analysis
File Hash: 6c7cfbe0277e2ca0cbe7157cad7c663e
The formost step in an analysis of a suspected malicious sample is to get and confirm the
filetype of the sample for the same the sample is being statically analyzed based on its file
signature it is confirmed that the concerned sample is an ELF Executable file.

Figure 1: ELF Header
As disclosed by the security researcher at Qihoo 360 Netlab network security lab Zhtrap is
developed in three different version. Based on the analysis of strings and functions used it is
found that the concerned sample is of version 2.

Figure 2: Zhtrap version2 with two tor domain and exploit
On execution the Zhtrap botnet get the current process list and look for some predefined
strings in their path and based on the outcome it removes all other processes except the one
having specified strings so that the normal functonality of the system remain untouched.
a) /usr/bin
b) /usr/sbin
c) /bin

d) /sbin

Figure 3: Executable path of whitlisted process
To make itself more robust the zhnet botnet take a snapshot of current processes so that if a
new process is created can be compared with the snapshot and processed accordingly.

Figure 4: Comparing and killing processes
It will then send a GET request for /sfkjdkfdj.txt using one of the tor domain to get the address
of the resource server so as to use it as a honeypot to collect IP addresses.

Figure 5: Searching for resource server
Once it get a list of IP addresses it will then use a telnet scanning module to scan for telnet
services running on port 23 on each IP addresses and if found it open try to brute force using
hardcoded credentials.

Figure 6: Hardcoded Telnet Brute-Force Credentials list
To get an idea about the device based on the response received for making brute-forcing easy
it try to execute few commands on the target.

Figure 7: Hardcoded Commands
After a successful login attempt the zhnet botnet try to obtain information about the targeted
device by simply sending a Get request so that it can select the vulnerabilities accordingly and
reassamble the exploit from the code.

Figure 8: GET request over HTTP protocol

Figure 9: Comparing response with the hardcoded target devices

Figure 10: Hardcoded payloads
Sectrio Protection
• Sectrio detects this malware as “SS_Gen_Zhnet_Botnet_Version2”
IOCs
Malicious URLs:
H5vwy6o32sdcsa5xurde35dqw5sf3cdsoeewqqxmhoyzsvar4u6ooead[.]onion
Oemojwe5loscudytzfo273nkdvalf7mumctwcm42zyutoo6tpfjsphyd[.]onion
0xdeadbeef[.]tw
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Our Honeypot Network
This report has been prepared from the threat intelligence gathered by our honeypot network.
This honeypot network is today operational in 72 cities across the world. These cities have at
least one of the following attributes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are landing centers for submarine cables
Are internet traffic hotspots
House multiple IoT projects with a high number of connected endpoints
House multiple connected critical infrastructure projects
Have academic and research centers focusing on IoT
Have the potential to host multiple IoT projects across domains in the future

Over 12 million attacks a day is being registered across this network of individual honeypots.
These attacks are studied, analyzed, categorized, and marked according to a threat rank index,
a priority assessment framework that we have developed within Sectrio. The honeypot network
includes over 4000 physical and virtual devices covering over 400 device architectures and
varied connectivity mediums globally. These devices are grouped based on the sectors they
belong to for purposes of understanding sectoral attacks. Thus, a layered flow of threat
intelligence is made possible.

